
++ | Small buckets are supplied in trays with interlayers. 

Size | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.

Handle |  KB: Plastic handle. MB: Metal Handle.  

MBGR: Metal handle with roller grip. MG: Shell grip.

Lid |  RD: Shake-proof lid. SD: Sealed lid. UD: Universal lid. 

WD: Waterproof lid. Lid overlap approx. + 1 mm.

HK3000-03

Nominal filling volume 32.000 ml

D x H 390 x 375 mm

Stacking height 1 + 2

Handle MG ergonomic

Lid RD

Shake-proof Yes

Packaging unit 300 items

Options
Recycling  
available

STRONG  
available

Bucket round

HK3000-03 Food 

Safe

Handle Shell grip

WOLF PLASTICS:  

We never lose sight  

of our world. 

We can rely on plastics

It is hard these days to imagine life wit-
hout plastic. In the course of the last hun-

dred years plastics have taken over al-
most every area of modern existence and 
this is largely due to the many advantages 
of this versatile material: as hard as steel 
but much lighter, as clear as glass but 
unbreakable - these are but a few of the 
many talents of plastic.

Plastics can be moulded into any shape 
and can take on what-ever character is 
required: Qualities such as hardness, un-

breakability, elasticity, temperature-resis-

tance or chemical resistance can be regu-

lated almost limitlessly.

No wonder that those in the construction 
industry rely heavily on plastic. The black 
WOLF PLASTICS construction bucket is not 
only a robust container for construction 
materials but it can also be used as a long-
term piece of equipment on the building 
site. Up to 25 kg are lifted onto scaffolding 
several times a day. So this is no sing-

le-use product. And even if it was, it could 
be professionally recycled and be reincar-
nated into its next life cycle.
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